ABSTRACT

Black hole attack is a very common type of security attack found in Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET). In Black hole attack, the malicious node attracts all the data packets towards it using some false means and affects the data transmission in many ways, such as dropping of the packets. Black hole attack is vulnerable to security in MANET routing protocol. The paper focuses to provide a snapshot on various methods of detecting black hole attack in MANET and critically reviews them.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of wireless mobile nodes which do not have a fixed connectivity with the fellow nodes rather find a connection to the desired node as and when required, hence they are referred to as Ad-hoc networks [1]. This eliminates the need of periodic link maintenance. Every message travelling through a network has a source and a destination, apart from this, every intermediate node traversed by the message acts as a router, which forwards the packet which has to go to another node through it. Various routing protocols have been proposed for MANETs, in which AODV routing protocol has gained maximum interest. Many of the routing protocols are susceptible to numerous attacks; Black hole attack is one of them.

Black hole attack is assumed analogous to the black hole existing in the universe in the way that the malicious node attracts all the data packets towards itself through some false means and affects the data transmission in many adverse ways, such as, the malicious node drops the obtained packets [2]. AODV being one of the most widely accepted routing protocol for MANETs many black hole detection techniques are based on AODV. There are two types of black hole attack namely single black hole attack and cooperative black hole attack [6]. In single black hole attack there is only one malicious node and on the other hand cooperative black hole attack is that in which many malicious nodes collaborate together to damage the network more seriously.

In the AODV [3] protocol whenever a node needs for a route to transmit its data to a particular destination, it requests for the route through a route request (RREQ) message, which is broadcasted to all its neighbors. Each neighboring node acts as an intermediate node and responds with a route reply message (RREP) if it has a fresh route to the destination else it rebroadcasts the message to its neighbor and in this way the request reaches the destination. Every RREQ message contains a Sequence Number (SN) which helps the source to decide the most recent route to the destination. The literature survey suggests that various methods have been proposed to detect black hole attack some of which are discussed here.

2. DETECTION METHODS

2.1 Neighborhood Based Detection Method

Sun et al [4] have proposed a neighborhood based detection method to detect the existence of black hole attack in the network and an efficient routing recovery protocol to route the packets to the correct destination which helps to mitigate the black hole attack. The authors use the neighbor set of a node as a metric to verify the identity and authenticity of the node. The authors conducted two different experiments to support the correctness of the chosen metric, in which the first one showed that the neighbor set of a node do not change much during the route discovery phase and the second one demonstrated that the probability that two nodes have the same neighbor set is to low less than 0.00001 [4].

Using the neighbor set as the metric the authors have proposed a method which can detect and mitigate the black hole attack. The method consists of two parts namely detection and response [4]. In the detection phase, the source node collects the neighbor set of the destination node. To accomplish this task the authors have introduced two control packets namely RQNS (Request Neighbor Set) and RPNS (Reply Neighbor Set). On receiving the reply for a route form an intermediate node, the source generates a RQNS packet and unicasts it to the replying node, which sends back RPNS. Having received more than one RPNS, the source node compares the difference between the two neighbor sets and if the difference between the sets is found greater than a predetermined threshold value then the source node concludes the presence of black hole attack. In the response phase, the source node uses the cryptography methods to choose the correct destination. The authors have claimed that their proposed protocol is more effective as it requires less encryption/decryption operations than other techniques which depend on cryptographic techniques. Simulation results in [4] show that the detection rate is above 93% and the use of routing recovery mechanism increases the throughput by at least 15% and the false positive rates were also reduced drastically.

2.2 PDRR Based Detection Method

The concept of analyzing the Packet Drop Ratio (PDRR) to detect the abnormal behavior of the nodes to detect the black hole attack is reported in [5], where PDRR is the performance metric. The authors have calculated a maximum Packet Drop Ratio for an attack free network and set it as the threshold value. The authors propose that under normal working condition the calculated PDRR is always smaller than the threshold. Otherwise in the case of an attack the PDRR is...
greater than the threshold value and hence a node can detect the black hole attack.

### 2.3 Advanced DRI Table Based Method

An improved AODV protocol using advanced DRI (Data Routing Information) table, deployed with an additional check bit was proposed by Mishra et al [6]. This method deals both the single black hole attack and the cooperative black hole attack. The method provides four procedures to enhance the security of the network.

1. **Neighborhood data collection and local malicious node detection**: In this procedure each node keeps a check on the packet transmission of the neighboring nodes by storing the data forwarding information of each neighbor and on detecting abnormal behavior of a malicious node, it initiates a local anomaly detection [6] procedure to detect the malicious node.

2. **Finding trusted node to destination and complete elimination of co operative black hole**: To find the trusted node, the source node demands the DRI tables from the destination node and the intermediate nodes. The source node then examines the received DRI table to find the trusted node depending on the value of the check bit [6].

3. **Establish secure path to destination**: The nodes with check bit ‘1’ are assumed to be the trusted node [6]. The DRI entries of such nodes are checked further to see other nodes with their check bit as 1 and following the sequence a secure path is found towards the destination.

4. **Global alarm arising and blacklisting malicious nodes**: The nodes with their check bit as ‘0’ are marked as blacklisted as malicious node.

### 2.4 Using Promiscuous Mode

Sharma and Gupta [7] present a secure AODV routing protocol which is a modified version of the existing AODV routing protocol to enhance its security against the vulnerable attacks using the *promiscuous mode* [7] of the nodes. In the promiscuous mode a node can overhear the communication of its neighbors even though it is not involved directly in the conversation [7]. In this protocol when a intermediate node responds to the source node by sending a RREP, at that moment its neighboring node which is just before this node in the path from source to destination starts acting in promiscuous mode and sends a plane packet to the replying node and checks whether or not the node sends the plane packet to the intended receiver. If the node forwards the packet it is assumed to be a trust worthy node else it is marked as malicious and the network is alarmed about it.

### 2.5 Using Path Redundancy and Sequence Number Comparison

Raut and Chede [1] have proposed two techniques for detecting black hole attack. The first method utilizes the concept of redundancy of paths available to the source node to reach a particular destination. Since redundant paths to reach a destination are possible hence the source node after requesting for a route through the RREQ packet waits for the response from more than one node to verify a secure route. On receiving a RREP (Route Reply) the source node extracts the path and compares the two routes, it is observed in the case of MANET that two paths to the same destination have certain hops in common, thus if the two responding nodes have certain common hops are considered to be secure and reliable to transmit the data. In the second method the traditional sequence number comparison is done to ensure the correctness of the path. These methods can mitigate a single black hole attack but cannot tackle the collaborative black hole attack, in which many malicious nodes collaborate together to carry out network attacks.

### 2.6 Using Additional Route Reply (RREP)

Vipin et al [8] have proposed an approach in which the source node stores all the route reply messages received within the allowed time slot to analyze the data and find the most fresh and secure route to the destination. This is an additional method augmenting the normal AODV protocol and to implement this the authors have used an additional function named *preprocess RREP* [8]. The defined function contains a table to store the received replies, a variable to store the received time of the replies and another variable which stores the waiting time for the processing of the replies. The node then starts comparing the sequence numbers of each reply with that of the generated sequence number if the sequence number is much higher than the one contained in the RREQ message then that reply is discarded and hence the black hole attack is mitigated.

### 2.7 Using FBC Technique

Sengar et al [9] proposed a fuzzy based controller to detect the secure path by nature of association of nodes categorized as good, bad and well known nodes to detect single and cooperative black hole. Since MANET incorporates dynamic topology, the characteristic and the environment keeps on changing as a result the properties of a node also changes with time. The authors have proposed to extend the association based routing using the DSR routing protocol. Every node is mapped to a membership value using the proposed membership function [9]. The authors have assigned three different ranges of values to categorize the nodes. The authors have devised a formula to calculate the trust level of a node. This trust level acts as the parameter to detect a malicious node.

### 2.8 Using Authentication Terminologies

Khetmall et al [10] presents the use of AODV routing protocol along with addition of some authentication terminologies to detect black hole attack. The terminologies are Authenticated Node (Authn), Authentication on path (Authp), Auth Key Packet (Authkey) and Acknowledgement [10]. If the node has done successful transmission then the status of its Authn is marked as True. If the Authentication on node could not be determined then the node moves to the second terminology i.e. Authentication of path, in which other alternatives of trusted route are discovered. Auth key packet is used for the authentication of the destination node and Acknowledgement is sent by the destination upon successful receiving of the data packet.

### 2.9 Using Fuzzy Logic Approach

Ramkumar and Urugessware [11] have proposed fuzzy logic system to detect black hole attack. The authors proposed the incorporation of fuzzy system in each node, they call these nodes as fuzzy nodes. The fuzzy system works in collaboration with AODV routing protocol. The fuzzy system as modeled by the authors in [11] consists of the following four systems.

- **Fuzzy factor withdrawal**: this system extracts the parameters used for analyzing the network traffic to detect a threat.
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• **Fuzzy calculation**: this module accepts the analyzed network traffic result and applies the fuzzy rules to calculate the fidelity level [11].

• **Fuzzy confirmation Module**: the Fuzzy confirmation module then compares this values with the set threshold and take the action accordingly.

• **Alarm Packet Generation Module**: finally this module generates the alarm packet with the IP address of the malicious node and alerts the network about it.

This approach is simple and flexible. The additional benefit of fuzzy logic approach is that it can tackle even those problems which do not have complete or appropriate data.

### 2.10 Using Trust Factor of Node

Suparna et al [12] has proposed a protocol that relies on certain parameters which decide the trust factor of a node and hence helps in selecting the most reliable node towards the destination. The authors state that it is important to trust a node before a packet can be transmitted to/through them. In their work, every node is assigned a *Rank* [12], which is some value greater than ‘0’. If a packet is dropped by a node and its acknowledgement is not received by the sender, the rank of the node is reduced by one and if once the rank of a node reaches ‘0’ it is recognized as an attacker. Through simulation the authors have shown the efficient recourse utilization, which helps each node to conserve their power for future use which eventually increases the QoS (Quality of Service) and provides good throughput.

Bar et al [16] proposed a method to exclude black hole attack in MANET. They have obtained a trust value for each node depending upon the packet forwarding ability of the node and a rank was generated based on that trust value. During route discovery, the AODV selects a path in such a way that only the trusted nodes are involved and non-trusted nodes are excluded from the route. Hence, the packet is transmitted through a more trusted path.

### 2.11 Using Permutation Based ACK

The mechanism proposed by Dave and Dave [13] is an enhancement of the adaptive acknowledgement (AACK) and TWO-ACK. They have proposed AOMSR (Ad-hoc On-demand Multipath Secure Routing) which uses permutation based acknowledgement. The source node is required to store all the paths retrieved to the destination. After finding many routes to the destination, the source node sends different packets via different routes to the same destination. Upon receiving the packets the destination node stores the required entry and sends back a Permutated Acknowledgement [13] to the sender. Based on the absence of these acknowledgement packets the black hole attack can be detected.

### 2.12 Using DRI Table and Cross Checking

Sen et al [14] presented a modified AODV routing protocol by introducing data routing information table (DRI) and cross checking. For the route discovery process, the responding node transmits additional two bits of information to the sender node. Each node stores an additional DRI table which has all its neighbors representing each row and two columns namely *from* and *through* which stores value ‘1’ in its entry if the node has sent any packet through the node corresponding to that row or forwarded its packet. All such nodes having a ‘1’ in its through column are marked as reliable node [14]. The cross checking method makes use of the reliable node for its operation. In the cross checking method, any intermediate node while responding to the source node, has to send information regarding its next-hop node (NHN) and its DRI entry for that NHN [14]. If the responding node is verified by the NHN then the route is assumed to be secure else the route is insecure.

### 2.13 Using Destination Sequence Number

Zhang et al [15] have proposed a black hole attack detection method based on the sequence number (SN) in the route reply message. They have employed a control message which informs the source node about the most up-to-date SN. The attacker can deceive the source node about the route to the destination by returning a RREQ message which has a very large SN. An intermediate node sends back a RREP to the source node, at the same time a control message is also sent to the destination node which replies back with the most recent SN. This message is propagated to the source node and hence the attacker can be easily identified on comparing the SN sent by the destination and that produced by the replying node.

A brief summary stating features of the various black hole attack detection methods and protocols discussed and reviewed in the paper is given in figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>Low (1.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Low cryptographic operations, reduced energy consumption, less routing control overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>About 2%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>About 2%</td>
<td>50% (Under the presence of attacker), 80% (After detection)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>With node speed 10 mps PDR is 92% in presence of attack which is 27% higher than AODV</td>
<td>Extra database not required for detection hence memory requirements are less.</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>More than 70%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Decreased average End to End Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>PDR is higher than AODV protocol</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>low communication overhead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Nearly 100%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 1: Features of Various Black Hole Attack Detection Methods**
3. CONCLUSION
Various methods and protocols for detecting black hole attack in MANET is discussed and presented in the paper. It is seen that every method/protocol has some issues to be taken care off. Also there is a need to do more research to improve these methods. The paper has highlighted features of the methods reviewed in the paper.
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